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Abstract. Users’ personally identiﬁable information (PII) collection is
a primary revenue model for the app-economy, and consequently user
tracking has become increasingly invasive and ubiquitous. Smart and
IoT devices provide even more access to users’ personal information by
utilizing their exact location and default device settings. Although users
in most cases must grant permission before their personal information
is collected and shared with third-parties, this is not the case when user
tracking happens through email or just by owning and using Bluetooth
dependent devices. In any case, the average user is willing to accept the
terms of the often unread “Privacy Policy” in order to receive the advertised “better user experience”, without really being aware of the consequences of this decision. In this work, we investigate the latest popular
technologies for user tracking through mobile and web applications and
demonstrate how much information about users can be gathered without user awareness or acknowledgment as well as in which cases and how
we were able to limit this tracking. Finally, in our work, we attempt to
create uniﬁed user proﬁles by combining our ﬁndings from the diﬀerent
tracking techniques against targeted users. We hope that our extensive
analysis of beacon tracking will lead to greater awareness of the privacy
risks involved with web beacons and Bluetooth tracking and motivate
the deployment of stricter regulations and a more eﬀective notiﬁcation
mechanism when such tracking is in place.
Keywords: Security and privacy technologies · User awareness of
privacy threats · Ethical, economic and societal issues in
cybersecurity · Tracking · Web beacons · Bluetooth beacons

1

Introduction

In the digital age, billions of users are using Web and mobile applications on a
daily basis and while doing so, are creating a digital footprint and a roadmap
that can reveal a signiﬁcant amount of personally identiﬁable information (PII)
as well as their activity patterns. Such digital traces are leveraged by advertising
companies, online retailers as well as data brokers to craft targeted advertisements and marketing messages in the hopes of driving sales and creating a deeper
level of customer engagement.
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Numerous studies in the last two decades have discussed a wide range of
techniques of user tracking across the Web ranging from standard stateful cookiebased tracking [12,21], to advanced cross-browser device ﬁngerprinting [20] and
more recently email tracking through web beacons [11,22]. With the popularity
of smartphones and IoT devices on the rise, it is no surprise that new methods
of user tracking through Bluetooth and GPS have ﬂourished [13,15,16]
In an eﬀort to limit potential legal liability for the abundant collection of user
data, most service providers display lengthy, easily accessible privacy policies to
regulate their engagement with customers and inform them about the data that
is collected by the service as well as the ways this data will be treated. Still,
despite their importance to users, multiple user studies [9,14,26] have shown
that it is common practice for users to quickly accept services’ privacy policies
without ever reading them with the foresight of a better user experience (tailored
ads, better streaming content, location-based suggestions, etc.). But even in the
cases where users are aware of this situation, they are still willing to give up
their data if they feel it’s going to help them in their day-to-day lives. For
example, surprisingly many consumers (more than 100.000 downloads in Google
Play) were willing to share their “ﬁrst name, user name, proﬁle picture, email
address, gender, birthday/age, country, language and password” [23,25] in order
to receive personalized advice and recommendations on how to improve their
brushing and oral hygiene habits.
In this work, we conducted empirical research for online user tracking using
popular email-tracking services and Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
systems as well as location-tracking through mobile and IoT devices. Our goals
were to simulate and better understand how much personal user information
can be gathered without users’ knowledge, combine information from diﬀerent
tracking methods in order to build uniﬁed proﬁles for targeted users and explore
if/how these means of tracking can be limited.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background
information on web beacons and Bluetooth technology and discusses the related
work. Section 3 details the tracking methodologies used for our data-collection
experiments. Section 4 presents our experimental results and compares the eﬀectiveness of the diﬀerent tracking mechanisms we used while Sect. 5 discusses
countermeasures against these types of tracking. Finally, the paper concludes in
Sect. 6 where we also discuss our future work.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)

Personally Identiﬁable Information (PII) is any representation of information
that permits the identity of an individual to whom the information applies, to
be inferred by direct or indirect means. According to the Bridge Corp [8], PII
can be divided into two categories, linked and linkable information. Linked
information is any piece of personal information that can be used to identify
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an individual on its own. Linkable information, on the other hand, is information that on its own cannot identify a person per se, but when combined with
other information gathered, has the ability to identify, trace, or locate a person.
Table 1 highlights the diﬀerence between the two types. The PII that we have
investigated in this paper are (1) device owner’s name, (2) device name, (3)
MAC address, (4) IP address, (5) device type and (6) distance.
Table 1. Linked PII vs. Linkable PII
Linked PII

Linkable PII

Name: full name, maiden name, last name, alias

Date of birth

Personal identification numbers: social security (SSN),
passport, credit card

Place of birth

Personal address information: street address, email
address

Business telephone number

Telephone numbers

Business mailing or email address

Personal characteristics: images, fingerprints, handwriting Race
Biometrics: retina scan, voice signature

Religion

Asset information: IP address, MAC address, Mobile
Device Unique Identifier

Employment information (location)

2.2

Stateful vs. Stateless Web Tracking

Stateful web tracking, the most common practice of online user tracking, uses
persistent cookies to identify unique users across multiple websites. These cookies
stay in a user’s browser until they are either deleted by the user or they exceed
their expiration date. And it is not a surprise that these tracking cookies are
usually set to expire in several years. Regardless, most users are at least aware
of this tracking since they often need to accept these cookies to continue browsing
the website.
To the contrary, stateless web tracking, or ﬁngerprinting, the method that
relies on device-speciﬁc information and conﬁgurations (e.g., screen size, WiFi
on/oﬀ, browser type & version, operating system, etc.) to identify unique users,
is not as known to the regular users as it doesn’t require user approval to proceed.
Note that the device- and/or browser-identifying data cannot be hidden, as they
are part of the requests to websites and without this data these requests will be
blocked.
The distinction between the two tracking techniques lies in how users can
block and avoid tracking. With stateful tracking, it is possible to block tracking
by preventing the code on a webpage from executing and storing information
on the machine, i.e., disabling cookies and 3rd party tracking in a browser could
accomplish this. In this project, we utilize stateless tracking methods in relation
to web beacons which is harder to detect and prevent due to the opaque nature
of fingerprinting.
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Web and Email Tracking with the Use of Web Beacons

The main purpose of email tracking is for senders to know which emails have
been read by which recipients and when. Although user tracking through email
views and URL-shorteners is not a new thing in the marketing world, it seems
to be evolving very fast lately due to the freely available CRM systems and all
the new browser extensions that can be setup with minimal eﬀort. To prove
that claim, Engelhardt et al. [11] looked at emails from newsletter and mailinglist services from the 14,000 most popular websites on the web, and found that
85% contained trackers and 30% were leaking email addresses not only to the
owner of the mailing list but to outside corporations, without the subscribers
consent. Surprisingly, all current email tracking services are utilizing one of the
very basic mechanisms of stateless web-tracking, the web-beacons [19]. These
are just very small invisible images (1 × 1 gif) that are included in emails (or
in websites) and are supposed to “retrieve” detailed user data (i.e., IP address,
geolocation, device type, timestamp, and email client – results vary depending
on user’s settings) from targeted victims every time an email is opened. These
invisible images are automatically downloaded on most systems with standard,
default browser settings and are creating a log-entry at the tracking server at
every email view or visit to a tracking website. So email tracking is possible
because modern graphical email clients allow rendering a subset of HTML and
although JavaScript is invariably stripped, embedded images and stylesheets are
allowed. As the authors of [11] mentioned there hasn’t been much research done
lately on the privacy implications of CRMs and email trackers.
2.4

Bluetooth - and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Devices

Bluetooth and BLE have emerged as the de facto communication protocols for
many of the new Internet of Things (IoT) devices, e.g. smart TVs, smart speakers, cameras, ﬁtness trackers, wireless headphones, cars, medical devices, and
even shoes. And although these two diﬀerent categories of Bluetooth-enabled
devices are incompatible with each other, some devices, like smartphones and
laptops, tend to support both protocols and therefore can communicate with
both types of devices.
In both cases, there are three main states that these devices can operate on:
advertising, scanning, and connected (aka. paired ). To get two Bluetooth- (or
BLE-) devices connected, one device should be in “advertising” mode, broadcasting packets, whereas the other has to scan for such packets. The scanning
device may then decide to initiate a connection if the advertisement packets
indicate that the advertising device allows it. In our experiments (see Sect. 3.2
we simulated both of these modes. We used small BLE-transmitters, i.e., Bluetooth beacons, to simply broadcast data (e.g, a URL) that could be discovered
by any Bluetooth-enabled device, e.g., a smartphone equipped with an application (e.g. a retailers’ application) that is silently scanning for such packets. Once
the smartphone application gets close (within 70 m) to the beacons and discovers
their packets, it will send data back to the retailers’ server and the application on
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the smartphone will probably be prompted to display a targeted advertisement
based on this user’s browsing history. Retail chains in the U.S., including Target, Walmart, Urban Outﬁtters, Sephora, have embraced such Bluetooth-based
technology to connect and interact with customers [15].
But scanning Bluetooth-devices are not necessarily used with mobile applications. Instead they can also be used to “fingerprint” individual users by listening to advertising packets broadcasted by nearby Bluetooth-discoverable devices
and record information contained in them, including but not limited to (1)
device name, (2) MAC address, (3) services’ ids (UUIDs) and signal strength
(RSSI), which also implies the distance from the scanner. More details on this
are included in Sect. 3.2. Fawaz et al. [13] conducted an extensive study across 214
BLE-enable devices to conclude that Bluetooth (and BLE) advertising messages,
leak an alarming volume of artifacts that permits the tracking and ﬁngerprinting
of users. Similarly, the study in [10] focuses on BLE-enabled ﬁtness trackers and
ﬁnds that the majority of them use static hardware address while advertising,
which allows user tracking.
Based on these conclusions of these studies, a couple of empirical research
works were conducted to leverage the broadcasted data from BLE-devices to
locate and proﬁle individual users. Apart from our work, Kolias et al. [16] also
utilized the broadcasted information by nearby-BLE devices for proﬁling users
but in our case we were able to combine and verify the data gathered by the email
and web-tracking experiments for our targeted group of users. Korolova et al.
[17] also tried to identify real users using BLE-packets but their threat model
is involving malicious mobile applications that allow for cross-app tracking, i.e.,
linking pseudonymous users of diﬀerent apps to each other.

3

User Tracking Methodologies

With the term user profiling we refer to the collection of PII (i.e., email,
MAC address, IP address, etc.) for targeted unsuspected users through beacons
located on webpages or in a close proximity to these users’ Bluetooth-enabled
mobile devices. According to the results from our experiments, many users are
susceptible to this kind of tracking through emails, websites, hyperlinked content, and Bluetooth mostly because their default user settings do not block the
aforementioned tracking techniques.
Testing Environment: In order to simulate the setup of actual email marketing campaigns our testing email campaign was implemented using the Mailchimp
CRM tool. Our case study consisted of 85 participants, who signed up for our
email campaigns accepting the Mailchimp user agreement rules, as they would for
every other marketing campaign. Geolocation by Mailchimp [18] is done through
collecting the user’s IP-address during every email viewing. The accuracy of the
geolocation varies signiﬁcantly between diﬀerent device types and settings.
As for tracking over Bluetooth, we mimicked a typical retail environment
that utilizes multiple Bluetooth Beacons, speciﬁcally we used two Estimote LTE
Beacons, three iBKS105 Beacons by Accent Systems, and a RadBeacon USB,
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Fig. 1. Web-Stat analytics collected information

all acting as Eddystone Beacons broadcasting URLs. We then used the Physical Web iOS app [4] on an iPhone to capture the Bluetooth signals sent out
from our Beacons (as retailers apps would do). To monitor users’ reoccurring
appearances for longer periods of time, we utilized a Raspberry Pi 3 B+. The
Raspberry Pi was used for general scanning in multiple intervals of 5 consecutive
days. This way we were able to identify Bluetooth-discoverable devices in a 70 m
range and log reoccurring appearances unbeknownst to the target user. This
information was then cross referenced with the information collected through
email campaigns to create user unified profiles.
Threat Model: We assume that our adversary has access to all the web-, online-,
and Bluetooth-tracking mechanisms described in Subsects. 3.1 and 3.2 and not
only wants to monitor users’ online activity, but more importantly, gather information about the locations they frequent and the times they do so. The adversary can have various motives depending on their end goals: a) marketing and
campaigning; b) proﬁt through a sale; c) personal-interest (stalking). Finally, we
assume that the attacker can be in a certain proximity to their victims in order
to complete the second stage of user proﬁling using Bluetooth-enabled devices.
3.1

Web Beacons

Based on our own user study [14], and previous user surveys [24], Chrome, Safari,
and Firefox are the three most used browsers. With this in mind, we chose to
conduct our case study using these browsers to best simulate a user’s environment when they are subject to tracking. Apart from the three popular browsers
we also tested widely known privacy focused browsers (i.e., Brave and Tor). In
addition to this, we tested diﬀerent email providers i.e., Gmail, Outlook, AOL,
Yahoo, Apple Mail. Each email provider was tested on all 5 browsers in terms
of which one would provide the most detailed and accurate information when a
web beacon was injected in the email. CRM applications and several tracking
browser extensions (e.g., Streak and ContactMonkey) were used for injecting the
web beacon. To further the scope of our investigation and collect more information for our targeted users, web analytics services i.e., Google Analytics, StatCounter, Web-Stat were added to our targeted test website. Our monitored users
were lured to our website through campaign-emails, which happen to include the
shortened-URL by Grabify of our tracking website.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the information collected by the methods mentioned
above.
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Fig. 2. ContactMonkey collected information

Email Tracking: To simulate email tracking through marketing campaigns, we
used the most popular free CRM tool i.e., Mailchimp. Table 2 demonstrates a
side by side comparison of the ﬁndings from Mailchimp tracking versus ﬁndings
from free email tracking browser extensions i.e., Streak and ContactMonkey. To
follow the email marketing trend, in the ﬁrst stage of our tracking procedure, 27
email campaigns using the Mailchimp service, were sent to our targeted group
of users, in the span of four months. For each user engaging with an email from
these campaigns, MailChimp was recording the view- and URL-click-rate.
Note that users of Mailchimp are not explicitly informed about the collection of their IP, geolocation, and other private information through these emails
neither at the time of subscription to the service and mailing list nor at any
later point in time. Through these email campaigns, we were able to collect also
device ﬁngerprinting data and retrieve the participants’ most frequent locations.
The automatically generated user proﬁles and a sample of the collected data for
one of our test users are shown in Fig. 3.
Table 2. Email tracking services comparison
Service

IP address Date and
time

Number of Location
opens
provided

Location accuracy

MailChimp - CRM







Location used most frequently
when opening email campaigns

Streak - Browser
Extension







Specific Town with WiFi enabled,
General City without WiFi

ContactMonkey - Browser 
Extension







Specific Town with WiFi enabled,
General City without WiFi

URL Shorteners and Web Analytics. To improve the accuracy of the uniﬁed user proﬁles, we employed free URL-shorteners (e.g., Grabify, Bitly) to mask
the URLs (i.e, https://grabify.link/HXYE4S vs. google.com). Once the URL was
clicked, no matter the settings enabled on the user’s device (i.e., load remote
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Fig. 3. Mailchimp’s generated user proﬁle & tracking statistics

images, incognito mode, etc.), a log would be collected, as seen the one seen in
Fig. 4, for this ﬁgure WiFi was enabled. Moreover, when users clicked the shortened URL, they were redirected to our test website that was being monitored by
web analytics (i.e., Google Analytics, StatCounter, Web-Stat). Figure 1 shows a
log from Web-Stat, the tracking of this service was not aﬀected by the presence
of ad-blockers on the user’s side.
3.2

Tracking Through Bluetooth

Taking advantage of users’ willingness to enable Bluetooth at all times, we were
able to collect user information through Bluetooth-discoverable devices. To simulate the Bluetooth tracking done by retailers we used Bluetooth Beacons (see
Testing Environment) and the Physical Web iOS application to capture the signals broadcasted by the beacons. We were also able to direct users to our website
through our test beacons without the need for a user to have downloaded our
own app. To initially explore tracking through Bluetooth, we used free applications such as BlueCap [1] and NRFConnect [3] to identify nearby beacons and
Bluetooth-enabled devices (including those of our targeted users). Through our
scans, we were able to collect data which included linkable PII such as device
name, UUID, and device type of our target users. However, the disadvantage of
these scanning apps is that they don’t keep any log of reoccurring users.
To bypass this limitation we used a Raspberry PI to simulate what these
scanning apps were doing for a longer period of time, created a permanent log
of reoccuring users. In general, any computer with BLE capabilities running
any Linux distribution with the Bluez stack [2] suﬃces for our tracking tasks. In
addition to the data we could recover from the scanning apps, with the Raspberry
Pi we were able to recover the MAC address of the Bluetooth enabled devices
within close proximity to the scanner. However, it is important to note that with
Bluetooth scanning applications iPhones and iPads do not include the full device
name that includes the owner’s name, however with the Raspberry Pi scanning,
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Fig. 4. Grabify link shortener collected information

the full device name (which often includes owner’s name) is given. In order to
track a speciﬁc user using only scanning applications we would have to manually
collect the data of appearance. Using the Raspberry Pi we continuously scanned
for BLE, Bluetooth, and IoT devices (i.e., ﬁtness watches, wireless headphones,
etc.) based on their MAC address and automatically created a permanent log of
every appearance for a targeted user.

4
4.1

Results and Conclusions
User Study

We conducted an online anonymous survey of 325 participants recruited through
popular forums and groups online and over email in order to better understand
user browsing habits and whether users’ are aware of the online tracking we
described in Sect. 3.1. The main section of the survey included also questions
regarding subscription to retailer’s email campaigns and familiarity of the participants with privacy-related online common practices (e.g., Ad-blockers, private
browsing). A separate section was added for participants who themselves used
email tracking tools (e.g. Browser extensions, CRMs) to better understand their
motives as well as their understanding of these technologies.
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Of our 325 participants, 86.5% of participants were between 18 and 44 years
old, 6.2% were between 45 and 54, 4.7% were over 55 and 2.2% were younger
than 18. 42.2% of the participants described their “knowledge of computers and
new technology” as proﬁcient, 39.7% as competent, 6.5% as experts and 11.7% as
advanced beginners or novice users. Regardless of their self-identiﬁed computer
knowledge though, there was great consent in the answers to the question “Have
your ever chosen “I agree” to legal terms and conditions agreement after hardly
giving it a glance?”, with 98.8% of the participants answering “yes” to this
question as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Results: users knowledge and agreeing to privacy policies

Fig. 6. Results: software & extensions for blocking and email campaign users

Our survey also showed that although the majority of our participants are
aware that their online activity is tracked and therefore 62.2% of them use at
least one of the popular practices to limit this tracking (e.g. ad-blocking software
or privacy-focused browsers), still 94.2% are subscribed to email campaigns from
retailers and other popular services (e.g. LinkedIn), shown in Fig. 6. This leads
us to believe that users are mostly unaware of the tracking they are subject to
through email-campaigns and web-analytics tools.
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Comparison of Email Tracking Extensions

When testing with various email providers and methods of opening emails, we
found a varied outcome of user information collected depending on device settings, email provider, and how the emails were opened (i.e, Apple Mail, App,
Desktop). With default email settings on, the most insecure method of opening
emails was found to be Apple Mail application which shares location, IP, device
ﬁngerprint, etc. no matter the email provider, as seen in Table 3. However, the
Wi-Fi setup (on or oﬀ) skewed the accuracy of the location retrieved. Our results
indicated that having Wi-Fi on gave the IP address which was then geolocated
to the user’s current address. Without Wi-Fi enabled, a less precise location
was collected, showing the surrounding city rather than the speciﬁc town when
(results from Wi-Fi on). The most secure emails were opened via the Gmail
mobile or desktop application, which did not reveal any info other than when
the email was opened. With the Gmail app (on either mobile device or Desktop)
no information was revealed apart from the date and time of the email views.
Table 3. Tracking browser extensions through various email clients
Services

Information collected

AOL opened on Apple Mail

- Streak: City, Date & Time, Device, # opened
- Saleshandy: City, Date & Time, Device, # opened
- Docsify: City, Date & Time, Device type, # opened
- ContactMonkey: IP, City, Date & Time, Device, # opened

Outlook opened on Apple Mail

- Streak: City, Date & Time, Device type, # opened
- Saleshandy: City, Date & Time, Device, # opened
- Docsify: City, Date & Time, Device type, # opened
- ContactMonkey: IP, City, Date & Time, Device, # opened

Gmail opened on Chrome Incognito Mode

- Streak: “gmail - unknown location”, date & time, # opened
- Saleshandy: “read using gmail”, date & time, # opened
- Docsify: “gmail proxy”, date & time, # opened
- ContactMonkey: “using gmail”, date & time, # opened

4.3

Comparison of Web Analytics Tools in Terms of Tracking

After understanding how a user proﬁle can be engineered as well as the extent of
information the average user is vulnerable to sharing, we then began to search
for ways to stop or limit this proﬁling. Various methods of blocking tracking
were tested (in Table 4) to determine whether or not these methods deemed to
live up to their pre-conceived functions. Ad-blockers which claim to block invisible trackers, including Ghostery, PrivacyBadger, uBlockOrigin, etc. all deemed
unsuccessful in blocking tracking through emails and did not block web-analytics
tool Web-Stat, still able to retrieve PII which includes the IP address. However, common web-analytics services including StatCounter and Google Analytics were successfully blocked. On a diﬀerent note, popular “Private” browsing
options, including DuckDuckGo, Brave, and Firefox were still susceptible to
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email tracking, however, two forms of web-analytics were blocked (StatCounter,
Google Analytics), but Web-Stat remained unblocked and logged user visit information.
Table 4. Web analytics services
Service

Information collected

Private browsers
(Brave, DuckDuckGo,
Firefox)

StatCounter

IP address
Location Data
• wiﬁ on: speciﬁc town
• wiﬁ oﬀ: surrounding city
Number of visits
User engagement (i.e clicks,
scrolling)

Successfully blocked
by private browsers

Google Analytics Location Data
Successfully blocked
• wiﬁ on/oﬀ: surrounding city by private browsers
Number of visits
User engagement (i.e clicks,
scrolling)
Web-Stat

IP address
Location Data
• wiﬁ on: speciﬁc town
• wiﬁ oﬀ: surrounding city
Number of visits
User engagement (i.e clicks,
scrolling)

Not blocked by
private browsers

Grabify

IP address
Location Data
• wiﬁ on: speciﬁc town
• wiﬁ oﬀ: surrounding city
Number of visits
Browser ﬁngerprint
Device ﬁngerprint

Not blocked by
private browsers

A misconception we have also come to ﬁnd is that the “Incognito” and “Do
Not Track” modes are frequently thought to block tracking while browsing.
Through the use of survey studies [14], we found that most users do not use and
others have misconceptions about incognito mode browsing. While 27.1% do not
use these modes, 16% of users believed their IP address was hidden from web
tracking when using incognito modes. In reality, incognito mode is an internet
browser setting that prevents browsing history from being stored. In contrast,
with normal browsing, when you visit any web page, any text, pictures, and cookies required by the page are stored locally on your computer, and any searches or
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forms ﬁlled out are stored in the autocomplete ﬁeld. Although nothing is stored
on your computer in private mode, users are deﬁnitely not anonymous. Each
page that a user visits reveals their IP address therefore geolocation can still
occur, and user proﬁling techniques can still be applied.
Table 5. Bluetooth scanning services/techniques comparison
Application

Device
name

BlueCap

UUID

MAC
address

RSSI

Device
model
number

Device
manufacturer
name











NRFConnect 









Raspberry Pi 







Services UUID
and properties
(e.j., write, notify)




Fig. 7. Results: incognito mode

4.4

Bluetooth Tracking Tools

Our experiments proved that using a combination of the BlueCap BLE and
NRFConnect scanning application to ﬁrst identify a user, then a Raspberry Pi for
reoccurring scanning and logging of the user’s device successful in learning a users
habits at a speciﬁc location. The Raspberry Pi detects IoT devices (i.e., ﬁtness
watches, wireless headphones, etc.), laptops, and phones. By collecting a speciﬁc
user’s device name, which we assume includes a variation of their ﬁrst name,
we are able to collect information about this device including the MAC address
and RSSI. The detection of phones in our scanning though is dependent on the
manufacturer and user settings, for example, Huawei smartphones were always
detected but iPhones and Samsungs phones had to be paired to an IoT device
in order to be detected. To deﬁne user habits of a speciﬁc location, we logged
the timestamp and distance (RSSI) of a speciﬁc user with each reappearance.
Table 5 includes the details of the data collected by each one of the technologies
mentioned above.
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4.5

Unified User Profiles

To simulate uniﬁed user proﬁles, a combination of all tracking methods were
applied to each of the our target users. As Fig. 8 shows, there are two ways we
do user tracking, through web and Bluetooth tracking. First, we track a targeted
user online given the users email address. We track a user everytime they open
an email sent from our marketing campaign on their desktop, mobile, or laptops.
Each marketing campaign that is sent has web beacons and includes hyperlinked
content using URL shortener loggers. Then either the user will visit our tracking
website, or they are requested to ﬁll out a form with their information, either
way we will collect the same end information.
On the other hand, we integrate tracking of targeted users through their
Bluetooth-enabled devices. We can either have the same result as web tracking
through our beacons that are broadcasting a tracking website; so in this case, our
targeted users do not have to be subscribed to our email campaigns. Or, we can
take advantage of their Bluetooth devices and create a log of each reoccurring
appearances and timestamp when the user, or their IoT devices, are within a
certain range. The comprehensive uniﬁed user proﬁle is then created combining
both methods of user tracking, as shown in Table 6.

Fig. 8. Diﬀerent tracking methods for a single test-subject.

5

Countermeasures

In the ﬁnal stage of our work, we looked into countermeasures against those
prevalent tracking methods. We examined widely known techniques that are
thought to be solutions to limit user tracking.
5.1

Web Beacon Tracking

Blocked Images: The only permanent solution we have found to end tracking
via emails that doesn’t involve the email providers is disabling the “load remote
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Table 6. Comprehensive uniﬁed user proﬁle
Information

Technology used

Final user profile of test user

IP address

Grabify URL Shortener,
Email Tracking, Web
Analytics

147.4.36.79

Physical address

Geolocated

1000 Hempstead Turnpike, Hempstead, NY 11549

Device name

Raspberry Pi, Bluetooth
Scanners

Edden’s MacBook Pro

Device fingerprint

Grabify URL Shortener,
Email Tracking, Web
Tracking

Date/Time: 2020-01-18 18:45:04
Country: United States
City: Hempstead, New York
IP Address: 74.101.244.64
Incognito/Private Window: No
Screen Size: 1440 × 90
GPU: Intel(r) Iris(TM) Plus Graphics 640
Browser: Chrome (79.02945.117)
Operating System: Mac 10.14.6
Device: Apple
User Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10 14 6) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/79.0.3945.117...
Platform: MacIntel

MAC address

Raspberry Pi

38:F9:D3:88:58:B0

UUID of device

Raspberry Pi, Bluetooth
Scanners

B9407F30-F5F8-466E-AFF9-25556B57FE6D

User name or email Mailchimp, User Survey

Edden

Distance logged

Sat Feb 22 19:03:41 2020, RSSI: -72; Sat Feb 22
19:03:47 2020, RSSI: -66; Sat Feb 22 19:04:03 2020,
RSSI: -57;
Sat Feb 22 19:06:29 2020, RSSI: -65; Sat Feb 22
19:07:08 2020, RSSI: -52; Sat Feb 22 19:07:45 2020,
RSSI: -62;
Sat Feb 22 19:08:43 2020, RSSI: -70; Sat Feb 22
19:10:29 2020, RSSI: -52; Sat Feb 22 19:10:53 2020,
RSSI: -42...

Raspberry Pi, Bluetooth
Scanners

images” setting, essentially blocking all images from the email and giving the
user the option to decide on their own and for every email separately whether
they want to view the images. Although this is a viable solution against user
tracking through email web-beacons, it severely diminishes the quality of campaign emails that users have signed up for so this will not be a decision that
the regular user will make lightly. Another solution against email tracking are
some web browser extensions (i.e., Trocker [6], UglyMail [7], PixelBlock [5]) that
detect, notify, and block tracking pixel within emails. All three pixel-blocking
extensions mentioned are available for Chrome and Firefox browsers, and used
with Gmail and Trocker is used on Outlook as well. Although based on their
reviews they do not seem to be always successful, they are still a good compromise. That being said, not all email providers and browser types would have this
option to speciﬁcally block tracking pixels in emails.
VPNs: Another blocking technique we tested to limit web tracking was using
a VPN. Although this creates another problem since VPN are just gloriﬁed
proxies, in the sense that the VPN provider gets access to all user traﬃc.
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Despite this, when using a VPN with web-analytics, email- and link- tracking were successfully bypassed, providing the VPN location, instead of the user
location. However, device types, client settings, timestamps and number of views
were still accurate.
Cookies: As for web-based tracking, even though again user experience will be
aﬀected, we found when disabling all (third-party) cookies on Google Chrome
and Firefox the tracking methods were severely aﬀected, however, enabling this
setting restricts the usage of many websites. For example, websites such as Gmail,
LinkedIn, Facebook, etc. will not allow a user to log in without having cookies
enabled. Even when adding these websites to the whitelisted links will not allow
users to log in, unless cookies are enabled. Note that on Google Chrome and
Firefox blocking third party cookies was successful in stopping web analytics
based tracking, however this same setting on Safari did not block web analytics
tags. However, blocking cookies is not eﬀective against link tracking as our tests
on Google Chrome, Safari, and Firefox showed.
Ad-Blockers: Ad-blockers proved eﬀective against widely known web analytics
(i.e., Google Analytics, StatCounter), however, they did not block email trackers, or WebStat analytics tracking, or URL shorteners. Ad-blockers are a good
solution to block from well known services, but are still not a bulletproof solution.
5.2

Bluetooth Tracking

Turn Oﬀ Bluetooth: The most secure way to prevent all Bluetooth based
tracking would be to turn oﬀ Bluetooth on our mobile and laptop devices, and not
utilizing and Bluetooth dependent technologies such as ﬁtness watches, wireless
headphones, automobile handsfree speakers, etc. However, it is highly improbable
that users will be willing to stop using these devices. Especially as technology is
becoming more Bluetooth dependent (i.e., wireless devices).
Rename Devices: To limit the tracking that can be done through Bluetooth,
we suggest renaming devices to protect against personal interest tracking.
This will not mask all information about a device, but only the owner’s name.

6

Discussion and Future Work

While there are advantages in targeted advertising and BLE services for the
convenience of end-users, they can be overcome by the inherent privacy risks
of such systems, especially since in most cases no user approval is required for
this tracking. We have demonstrated how even low-skilled adversaries with inexpensive equipment can successfully achieve tracking of targeted users, violating
end-users privacy. And although there are countermeasures to limit user tracking if users decide to protect themselves from this constant tracking (e.g., install
Ad-blockers, change default settings on email-providers, use VPNs, deactivate
Bluetooth), we should not take for granted that the average end-user understands

Did I Agree to This? Silent Tracking Through Beacons
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the consequences of such tracking, or knows how to activate these countermeasures on their devices. Especially for the very young and the very old users, that
usually lack the knowledge and/or the willingness to protect themselves. In such
cases, privacy-focused browsers, e.g. Brave, that by design block user tracking
and data collection, through built-in Ad-blockers, might be a good compromise.
Our future work will focus on the development of user-friendly notiﬁcation
mechanisms, for email-campaign tracking, so that the regular user can easily
be aware of the extent and the frequency of this tracking in their day-to-day
communications. We also plan to build a mobile application for logging the use
of the Bluetooth-controller on mobile-devices so that the privacy-aware owners
of smartphones will be able to easily identify the installed applications that
are sending out data over Bluetooth so that they can make informed decisions
regarding the applications on their device.
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